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Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
It is hard to think of a technology in recent times which has
caught the imagination of each industry sector as much
as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), or drones as they are
more commonly known. With the recognition that we have
only scratched the surface of their potential impact to daily
life, this technology is here to stay.
From their controversial birth in military warfare and
surveillance to recent tests in door-to-door delivery
services, the potential of UAV use has led to up-take
across a variety of industries, including port and terminal
organisations. In a harsh economic climate, their cost
and time-saving output can push higher productivity,
making them an attractive avenue for growth. However,
the attraction may have blinded many to the potential
regulatory, legal and liability implications of owning and
operating business UAVs.
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As technology is an ever-growing part of the Travelers
business, we are excited about the potential UAVs have
to offer. We are currently testing and using them with
our claim handlers and risk teams, particularly in the US,
using UAVs to view areas that are unreachable by humans
or too dangerous and expensive to attempt to reach by
conventional means. We also recognise that many of
our Marine clients are currently testing this technology
themselves, and we want to enable this success through the
security of insurance.
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A Brief History
Since their invention, UAVs have become part of
conversations across many industries, featuring widely in
growth strategies, as well as social rhetoric.
In 1898, inventor Nikola Tesla was granted a U.S.
patent number for the first remote control and unmanned
vehicle. Even though Mr Tesla’s patent related to an
unmanned boat, the idea of a vehicle propelling itself
entirely on its own was now in the public sphere.
There were many failed UAV attempts and ideas, but
warfare was ultimately the catalyst for significant UAV
development and use. In 1943 radio actor Reginald Denny
commercialised UAVs by selling 15,000 radio-controlled
aircraft to the US military to train anti-aircraft gunners
for WWII. After the Second World War, focus on the UAV
was stalled and it wasn’t until the start of the Vietnam
War that development was reignited. UAV design was
quickly streamlined and improved, generating significant
investment which helped refine the technology to create
drones capable of crossing enemy lines undetected.
One of the greatest setbacks in the progression of UAVs
was cost. However, in the 1960’s, the size and the price of
transmitters plummeted, and the age of the remote control
was born. This factor, coupled with outbreaks of frequent
and prolonged conflict throughout the world, meant that
the race was on to further streamline the design and create
the stealthiest and most powerful UAV. The RQ-1 Predator
is regarded as the most recognisable military drone which
took its maiden flight in 1994 and is still in operation today.
Before 2002 UAVs in the military were solely used for
surveillance purposes. However, in February 2002, the CIA
used an UAV in a targeted killing in Afghanistan. This thrust
drones and the ethics of their usage into the public
limelight and would be a pivotal point in UAV regulation.

The earthquake in Haiti in 2010 also marked a significant
shift in UAV use from traditional military applications to
humanitarian aid. The aid response included deploying UAVs
to locate survivors in difficult locations, monitoring more
than 40,000 square miles a day, significantly improving
success from conventional methods. Drones were also used
during the aftermath of hurricane Katrina, cementing their
use as life-saving location technology that stretched far
beyond military warfare and surveillance.
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Ports & Terminals
Ports such as the Abu Dhabi Ports Company
have installed UAVs for surveillance and
security purposes.
In Poland the Remontowa shipyard are using
UAVs to inspect ships where the eye can’t
reach to repair more quickly and cheaper
than before.
 he Port of Singapore, one of the world’s
T
biggest ports, is developing marine UAVs
to assess oil spills and manage the marine
environment. This will reduce response
times and costs when a spillage occurs.
In Busan, South Korea, UAVs in ports have
been used to stop illegal anchoring and
docking in nearby sea lanes, which caused
several ship collisions.

While many industries have begun exploring the use of
UAV technology, the maritime sector has led the charge.
From addressing costs and expediting processes to
fortifying security, ports & terminal organisations continue
to exploit the opportunities this technology offers.
As well as using UAVs for inland improvements, maritime
businesses have also tested the boundaries in offshore use.
One of the first experiments, carried out by Danish shipping
and logistics corporation A.P Moller Maersk, consisted of a
successful sea delivery of cookies to a tanker. Although the
cookies were light and the distance was short, the test
showed the potential of future advances in delivering
supplies. From this humble beginning, the opportunities
uncovered should go a long way to saving significant costs
and mitigating the risks involved with delivery at sea (e.g.
deploying another crew and vessel).
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Civilian Use
and Implications
There’s no going back; UAVs are now embedded in the
public consciousness. In 2015, the UK Civil Aviation
Authority (CAA) approved 1,971 new commercial
operators, compared to approving only one in 2014.
Regulation is also still evolving. In March 2015, the House
of Lords EU committee published a paper calling for the
compulsory registration of all commercial and civilian UAVs,
but despite this, there are currently no restrictions on the
purchase and use of non-commercial UAVs weighing less
than 20kg.
In the US, there has been a dramatic shift in civil UAV
regulation in recent years. Previously pilots seeking a
license sought special permission to fly UAVs from the
Federal Aviation Authority (FAA) and this was assessed
on a case-by-case basis. However, in August 2016, the
FAA eased restrictions so that potential licensees had only
to pass a flying certification test and abide by a relaxed
regulatory regime.

Alongside the growth in civilian use and evolving regulation
for commercial deployment, there are a number of
factors for companies to consider. Alongside questions
around operational safety, there are also privacy risks
that the technology poses. In the UK, the Data Protection
Act (1998) regulates the obtaining, holding, use and
disclosure of personal information, and the ease at which
UAV providers and operators can monitor and store
information presents the potential for privacy violations.
There is also the CCTV code of practice in the UK which
has now extended to include the use of UAVs for collecting
information.
With increased commercial use, organisations wishing
to embrace the growing UAV trend will need to be aware
of the risks and the regulatory regime involved. We, at
Travelers, hope to aid industries to operate in a fluid and
safe environment. Insurance will mitigate the risks involved
and ensure businesses continue to see benefits from UAVs
in new and innovative forms.

Consulting firm Radiant
Insightsi predicts that UAV
sales will reach nearly $5
billion by 2020, advisory
firm LuxReseachii states
that the global market for
commercial drones will
reach $1.7 billion by 2025.

i	Radiant Insights, (April, 2016) “Consumer Camera Drones Market Shares,
Strategies and Forecasts, Worldwide, 2016 to 2022”, WinterGreen Research.
ii	https://members.luxresearchinc.com/research/report/15387
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Insurance
Understanding the UAV’s worth to the Marine industry
is easy to see. UAVs are already being used to make daily
tasks faster, safer and less expensive. But this technology
has developed so fast, and industries have taken it on
with such pace, that, like regulation, insurance has had to
adjust accordingly.
Products must encompass protection of the drone itself,
the operator, the public and include detail to cover the
differing applications.
As we see more-and-more of our port clients using UAVs,
it is hard to see downsides to their use. However, the
ever-increasing use of such devices presents additional risk
issues to consider. The CAA has generated guidelines and
standards for users of UAV’s to follow but it is for us as
insurers of the ports industry to understand and provide
coverage solutions. UAV uses can vary greatly from ad hoc
aerial photos of a port facility to routine use in day to day
operations and each could need a different level of cover.
As experienced ports insurers collaborating with our
Aviation and Risk Control teams, we are well placed
to assess your risk and provide the right cover for
your operation.

For insurance, Travelers considers risk in four areas:
Purpose/use;
• Low risk: monitoring or surveying land
• High risk: law enforcement surveillance
Operational conditions,
• Low risk: flying in daylight, short durations,
below midpoint
• High-risk: operating in congested areas, long flights,
high altitude
Location
• Low-risk: rural, well defined sit, no public
• High-risk: within proximity of airports, near power lines,
near highways
Drone characteristics
• Low-risk: equipment designed for commercial use, only
permanently affixed or integrated equipment.
• High-risk: above midpoint of allowed weight, carries
cargo, attachments not permanently fixed.

By developing our products to suit our customers’ needs
we look to support the evolution that occurs in your
industry and aim to position ourselves as being your
partners rather than just your insurers.
Liabilities such as collision, third-party damage, and injuries
to employees or the public are not all covered under the
general ports and terminals insurance but can be added as
endorsements to the current policy.
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Regulation
With changes to regulation moving as quickly as the
technology itself evolves, it’s important that companies
keep abreast of adaptations as they present.
Currently anyone who wants to operate a UAV for
commercial purposes in the UK must complete a training
course authorised by the CAA. You must demonstrate a
sufficient understanding of aviation theory, pass a practical
flight assessment and set out the types of flight you will
undertake in an Operations Manual.

Between these measures, and the correct insurance
conditions, companies should have the security to explore
the heights that UAV technology can offer.

To operate a drone commercially you
first need to apply for a license with the
CAA to ensure that you have the correct
permissions and are aware of the flying
guidance.

Flying Higher
UAVs are now used in a wide range of industries in very different ways.
Aerial footage capture in broadcasting media.

Infrastructure inspections in difficult locations,
including offshore energy station monitoring.

Agricultural monitoring of livestock and
crop conditions.

Pipeline inspections by mining companies.

US start-up Vine Rangers are using images
taken by UAVs to create soil maps and plant
diversity reports.

Medical supply deliveries to remote locations
in Healthcare.
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Appendix
CAA regulations for flying Small UAV
To qualify for a commercial drones license with the CAA you must demonstrate
you have minimum levels of insurance requirements for small UAV including;
third party liability insurance, including war, terrorism and sabotage.

Small UAV is under 20kg
The UAV operation must not endanger anyone or anything.
The aircraft must be kept within sight of the remote pilot – CAA guidance 500m
horizontally and 400 ft vertically. Operations that are beyond these distances
must be approved by the CAA.
UAV’s for surveillance are subject to tighter regulation, distance restriction for
flying near people: within 50 m of any person, 150 m of an organised open-air
assembly of more than 1,000 and 150 m of a congested area. You must seek
permission from the CAA before operations are commenced.
The pilot of the UAV has full responsibility to ensure the flight is being
conducted safely.
The collection of images of identifiable individuals, will be subject to the Data
Protection Act. As this Act contains requirements concerning the collection,
storage and use of such images.
Small Unmanned Aircraft operators should ensure that they are complying with
any such applicable requirements or exemptions.
Further information about the Data Protection Act and the circumstances
in which it applies can be obtained from the information Commissioner’s
Office and website: www.ico.org.uk

For more information head to travelers.co.uk/marine
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About Travelers
Here is a comprehensive list of the covers we provide and
the types of business we provide them for.

Products

Industries

Business Interruption

Advanced manufacturing

Crime

Automotive

Criminal Protection Response

Educational services

Cyber (1st & 3rd party)

Financial institutions

Directors & Officers

Healthcare

Employers’ Liability

Hotels

Employment Practices Liability

Legal

Event Cancellation

Marine

Kidnap & Ransom

Media and entertainment

Personal Accident & Travel

Professions

Professional Indemnity

Public services

Property

Retail

Products Liability

Transport

Public Liability

Real estate

Terrorism

Technology
Warehousing and distribution

travelers.co.uk/marine
The information provided in this document is for general information purposes only. It does not constitute legal
or professional advice nor a recommendation to any individual or business of any product or service. Insurance
coverage is governed by the actual terms and conditions of insurance as set out in the policy documentation and not
by any of the information in this document.

Travelers operates through several underwriting entities through the UK and across Europe. Please consult your
policy documentation or visit the websites below for full information.
travelers.co.uk

travelers.ie

